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Data mining in a social can yield interesting perspectives to understanding human behavior or detecting topics or
communities. However, it is difficult to gather the data related to a specific topic due to the main characteristics of
social media data: large, noisy, and dynamic. To collect the data related to a specific topic efficiently, we propose a
new algorithm that selects better seeds with limited resources. Furthermore, we compare two data sets collected by
the algorithm and existing approaches.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, online social network sites, such as
Facebook, Twitter, Blogger, LinkedIn, and MySpace,
have changed the way people communicate each other.
People share information, report news, express opinions
and update their real-time status on the online social
network sites. With the increasing popularity of the
online social network sites, a huge amount of data is
being generated from them in real time. Analyzing the
data in social media can yield interesting perspectives to
understanding individual and human behavior, detecting
hot topics, and identifying influential people, or
discovering a group or community.1,2
Twitter is an online social network site based on text
message of up to 140 characters, which generates 340
million tweets and handles 1.6 billion search queries per
day as of 2012. It also provides Application
Programming Interface (API) to allow researchers and
data analyzers to access a variety of data in Twitter.
Numerous researchers have paid attention on gathering
and analyzing the data to detect issues, such as detecting
earthquakes3 and influenza using Twitter or
recommending tags to users.4
However, it is impossible to gather plenty of data
without automated data processing. For that reason,
many researchers have developed their own data
collecting tools from diverse of social media sites.5,6,7
We also proposed a data collecting tool which enables
data seekers to gather data from Twitter for a specific
topic.8 Nevertheless, it has been an issue to gather the
data related to a specific topic that data seekers are
interested in due to the main characteristics of social
media data sets: data is large, noisy, and dynamic.
Among the many considerations to gather the data
related to a specific topic, there is no doubt that
selecting seed nodes used for staring point of data
gathering process is the most important step to gather
more relative data for a specific topic. In the previous
research, we used manual seed selection process by
experts,9 which has potential for selecting seed nodes
that have relatively low influence on a topic in a social
network. Thus, we propose an algorithm to find suitable
seed nodes, which can maximize the efficiency of data
gathering process to collect more topic-related data
from Twitter. The algorithm considers user influences

and activities to find the best initial seed nodes
dynamically with limited resources and time.
The remainder of this paper is constructed as
follows: In Section 2, the related works that have done
so far are summarized. Section 3 introduces the design
specifications and explains details of the algorithm.
Section 4 presents the results of data gathering and
compares two data sets collected by the algorithm and
an existing method respectively. The last part, Section 5
concludes the work by summarizing this paper and the
future research direction.
2. Related Research
2.1. Automated Twitter Data Collecting Tool
In the previous research, we presented a java-based data
gathering tool, which is characterized by following
features (see Ref. 9). Firstly, it continuously and
automatically collects data from Twitter. Secondly, it
allows us to start the data collecting process from
multiple seed nodes. Thirdly, it handles a multitude of
authorized keys to increase the total number of Twitter
API calls. Fourthly, it stores collected data into database
for analysis. Finally, it supports intuitive user interface
to interact with users. Although it is able to gather a
huge amount of data from Twitter for a specific topic,
initial seed-nodes are selected by users manually. If
initial seed nodes that are not related to the topic are
selected, lots of noisy data will be gathered from the
social network, which makes data-analysis difficult. For
that reason, we need initial seed node selection
algorithm based on user’s influence to gather data
related to a specific topic.
2.2. Measuring user influence in Twitter
Cha et al. measured the influence of users in Twitter
using three interpersonal activities: in-degree, retweets,
and mentions.10 In-degree influence is the number of
followers of a user, which indicates the size of audience
for that user. Retweet influence is the number of
retweets contacting one’s name, which indicates the
ability of that user to generate content with pass-along
value. Mention influence is the number of mentions
containing one’s name, which indicates the ability of
that user engage others in a conversation. While they
showed that user influence can be measured by three
perspectives, they analyzed the influence based on the
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data that has been gathereed, which neeeds a lot of prep
processing tiime. Also, they did not consider othher
factors that arre related to user’s
u
influencce in Twitter.

Acctivity Calculating Algorithhm to satisfy its purpose of
exxistence.

2.3. Influencce maximizatio
on in a sociall network
Influence maaximization is to find individuals who haave
the most inffluence in a social networrk.11 Researchhes
have paid a llot of attentioon to this probblem. Dominggos
and Richardsson firstly stuudied influencce maximization
1
problem andd proposed a probabilisttic solution.12,13
Kempe et al. presented diffusion
d
moddels to solve the
problem andd proved thhe influencee maximization
problem to be
b NP-hard.14 They also prooposed a greeedy
approximatioon algorithm th
hat guaranteess performancee of
the optimal iinfluence, wh
hich outperforrms the existing
node-selectioon approaches. Chen et al. proposed a new
n
greedy algoriithm and heuuristics to maxximize influennce
15,16
in a social network.
n
However, exxisting influennce
maximizationn approaches need
n
to be impproved to refllect
the characterristics of a soocial network and find inittial
seed nodes ffor a specific topic with liimited time and
a
resources.

Figg. 1. Architectture of the Tw
witter data gathering tool with
h
seeed analysis mod
dule.

3. Dynamic Seed Analyssis in a Social Network
In this sectionn, we present the main ideaa of this paperr to
maximize daata gathering results usingg seed analysis.
This section consists of two
t
subsectioons. Section 3.1
shows architeecture of the Twitter Dataa gathering tool
with the Seeed Analysis module, annd Section 3.2.
3
describes how
w the algoritthm quantifies activities of a
node.
3.1. Architeccture of Twitteer data gatherring tool
with seedd analysis mo
odule
In this paperr, we extended the existingg architecturee of
the Twitter data collectting tool. The
T
given data
d
collecting tool consists of
o the Accouunt Handler, the
Data Gatherinng Controllerr, the Databasse Handler, Data
D
Gatherer Thrread Pool, ass well as thee Data Filterring
Handler. Fig. 1 shows yo
ou the constituuent modules of
the Twitter data collecting tool incluuding the Seeed
Hander.
The novell module, the Seed Handerr, is in chargee of
selecting an initial node and calculatiing each nodde’s
activities based on frequ
uency of usse of a certtain
keyword in itts most recen
nt postings. Thhe Seed Handdler
module is runnning on two main algorithhms that are the
Initial Node Selecting Algorithm,
A
a
and
the Nodde’s

3.22. Algorithm for
f selecting influential noodes
Foor the most part,
p
recent crritical debatess about sociaal
annalysis have tended
t
to cen
nter around thhe question of
finnding the mosst influential node
n
in social network, alsoo
knnown as findinng seed nodess. Social influuence analysiss
aim
ms either to verify
v
the existence of sociaal influence orr
to quantify thee strength off the influencce.17 Dynamicc
Soocial Networrk Analysis is about to model how
w
friiendships drift
ft over time ussing a dynamiic model or too
invvestigate how
w different pre-processing decisions andd
diffferent networrk forces suchh as selection and influencee
aff
ffect the modelling of dynam
mic network.
These two related
r
researrch areas in social
s
networkk
enncouraged us to
t build an alg
gorithm findinng seed nodess
byy calculating node’s
n
activityy in dynamic social
s
networkk.
Ouur approach of
o gathering keyword-relat
k
ted data moree
eff
fficiently is coollecting data from only quualified nodess.
Thhis goal can be
b achieved by
b giving activvity weight too
eaach node and checking
c
if th
he node has ennough activityy
weeight before collecting tweeets from the noode.
Fig. 2 sho
ows the dataa gathering process from
m
sellecting an in
nitial node th
hrough storingg tweets intoo
daatabase. Once the tool is innitiated, a list of candidatess
forr an initial node
n
is organnized based on
o their most
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recent tweet, which contaiins a certain keyword
k
at leeast
once. When the
t list of can
ndidates is buuilt, an algorithhm
calculates acttivity weight of
o each candiddate, and the list
is organizedd by the num
mber of folllowers of eaach
candidate noode. The first node in the list, which has
h
highest the nuumber of folloowers and is a qualified noode,
will be the innitial node. If the first node in the list is not
n
the qualified node, then chheck the next available
a
nodee to
g a
see whether it is qualified. This proceess of finding
u
an initial node is selectted.
qualified nodde is iterated until
Rebuilding a new list of caandidates is required in casee of
the absence of a qualifieed node in thhe list. Once an
initial node iis selected, thhe tool generrate a list of the
initial node’s followers information, such as eaach
guage, number of followeers,
follower’s unnique id, lang
number of frriends, etc. Then,
T
each folllower’s activvity
weight is caalculated, and
d only tweetss from qualiffied
users are coollected, untill there is noo more follow
wer
information inn the list.

Notation: A is
N
i a set of nodes
n
such thhat recently
p
posted
their tw
weets about a certain keyw
word. B is a
p
pointer
indicatting the best in
nitial nodes inn the set A.
00: Set B=A[00].
1 Loop I froom 1 to A.sizee – 1.
1:
If B.no_oof_followers < A[I].no_of_followers,
then
3
3:
Seet B= A[I].
4
4:
End Iff.
5 End Loop
5:
p.
6 End of Allgorithm.
6:
Figg. 3. Algorithm
m of selecting initial node from
f
a list of
canndidates.

In a user’ss profile, there are propperties to bee
coonsidered as factors
fa
of the user’s activitiies in Twitterr,
suuch as numberr of followers, number of frriends, numberr
off keyword-relaated tweets, date tweeted,, and favoritee
coount. Among the
t user’s prooperties, we usse the numberr
off followers, thee number of keyword-relate
k
ed tweets, andd
daate tweeted as
a main facttors for calcuulating user’ss
activity. Fig. 4 shows
s
the algorithm of calcculating user’ss
activity based on
o existence of
o a target toppic in its tweet
texxts within a 300 day time perriod.
Notation: T is
N
i a set of tw
weets such thhat recently
p
posted
by a usser within 30 days
d
from seaarch date and
tiime. K is a sttring variable containing a keyword. W
iss a float varriable containning user’s acctivity value
c
calculated
by this
t algorithm
m. M indicatess the number
o tweets and
of
d N implies the numberr of tweets
c
containing
the keyword W.

Fig. 2. Flow chhart of data gath
hering process by
b qualified noodes.

Fig. 3 shoows the simpple algorithm to find a noode,
which has m
more followerss than others. If the seleccted
node is not a qualified nod
de, the tool reemoves the noode
from the list and runs thee algorithm too find a suitaable
node again.

00: Set M=T.ssize.
1 Set N=0.
1:
2 Loop I froom 0 to M
2:
3
3:
If the tweet
t
,T[I], contains the keyyword K,
then
4
4:
Seet N=N+1.
5
5:
End Iff.
6 End Loop
6:
p.
7 If M is nott 0, then.
7:
8
8:
Set W=
=N/M.
9 End If.
9:
1 End of Allgorithm.
10:
Fig. 4. Algoriithm of calculatting user’s activvity weight.
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4. Experiments
In this section, we present an evaluation of the
performance of building the Twitter dataset with the
Twitter data gathering tool with our influential node
selecting algorithm on the real Twitter network. The
following sub sections show an experimental test bed
and the result of test.

collection from qualified seed node and follower nodes
collects more keyword-related tweets than otherwise.
Table 1. Data gathering results from seed analysis algorithm

Attempts

Total
number of
tweets

The number of
keywordrelated tweets
(%)

The number of
no keywordrelated tweets
(%)

1

14,149

1,906 (13.47%)

12,243 (86.53%)

4.1. An experimental test bed

2

12,045

758 (6.29%)

11,287 (93.71%)



3

11,615

1,109 (9.55%)

10,506 (90.45%)

4

10,779

1,152 (10.68%)

9,627 (89.32%)

5

10,115

875 (8.66%)

9,240 (81.46%)

Average

11,741

1,160 (9.88%)

10,581 (90.12%)



Keywords: The presidential election of the United
States of America was held at the end of 2012.
There is no doubt that the presidential election is
the most popular event in the U.S.A. The name of
one of the candidates, Obama, has been chosen as a
keyword to build a new dataset for a popular event
to analyze user’s behavior in Twitter about
elections in the future.
Dataset: Dataset will be built from real Twitter
network in real-time. Two different types of data
gathering approaches will be used. One approach is
using the seed analysis algorithm we proposed in
this paper, and another method is to start gathering
process from an initial node manually selected by a
data analysis specialist. Particularly, the specialist
chooses possible seed candidates from Twitter
accounts, such as BarackObama, MittRomney, VP,
TheDemocrats, and etc. From the candidate list,
one of Twitter account is selected for each attempt.
For instance, Obama’s Twitter account is picked as
an initial node for first attempt because Twitter
users following Obama tend to post tweets about
Obama more than otherwise. Then, Target users are
arbitrarily selected from all of Obama followers for
each attempt to generalize result of data collection.

4.2. Experimental Results
Data gathering results by two different types of data
gathering approaches are illustrated in Table 1 and
Table 2. Each data gathering approach attempts fivetimes to see if the algorithm performs evenly with
different sets of candidates of initial node. As shown in
two table records, the average portion of keywordrelated tweets in the dataset built by our approach is
much larger than another approach (9.88% keywordrelated tweets in our approach compared to average of
only 1.27% keyword-related tweets in the manual pick
approach). In other words, this result means that data

Table 2. Data gathering results from selecting an initial node
by manual pick

Attempts

Total
number of
tweets

The number
of keywordrelated tweets
(%)

The number of
no keywordrelated tweets
(%)

1

11,847

13 (0.11%)

11,834 (99.89%)

2

11,666

17 (0.15%)

11,649 (99.85%)

3

14,082

27 (0.19%)

14,055 (99.81%)

4

13,087

409 (3.13%)

12,678 (96.87%)

5

10,549

309 (2.93%)

10,240 (97.07%)

Average

12,246

155 (1.27%)

12,091 (98.73%)

To perceive the statistical significance of differences
between data gathering results from two different
algorithms, we applied the Chi-square test to the data
gathered by two different data gathering approaches and
derived the results, as shown in the Table 3 and Fig. 5.
The result of the Chi-square test shows that there is less
than 0.001% chance that this deviation is due to chance
alone. This implies that the algorithm we developed
gathers significantly more data than gathering data from
an initial seed selected by manual pick.
Table 3. Result of Chi-square test to data gathered by two
different data gathering approaches
Approach

Keyword-related

Not-keyword-related

Freq.

%

Freq.

%

Seed
Analysis
Selected by
Specialist

1,160

88.2%

10,581

46.7%

155

11.8%

12,091

53.3%

Total

1,315

100%

22,672

100%
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a.

χ2 = 858.40; Degree of freedom = 1; Probability < 0.001

The algorith
hm presented in this paper supports onlyy
onne keyword. Inn future workk, the algorithhm need to bee
im
mproved to fiind an initiall node basedd on multiplee
keeywords. Alsoo, this algoriithm can be enhanced too
annalyze user influence in a social
s
networkk that extendss
dyynamically.
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